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Conceptually, the smart cities trend can be described as the application of technology to solve problems within cities
and communities. Most citizens, businesses, and local government leadership can readily cite visible problems, such
as traffic congestion or parking headaches, that could benefit from technology. While these types of use cases are a
good starting point for the smart cities discussion, there is much more to the story, especially as it relates to behindthe-scenes innovations. The breadth of possibilities, and the accompanying complexities and unknowns, present as
many questions as answers at this point. This latest research – based on opinions of citizens and government,
provides further insight into how smart cities and communities are developing and what to expect going forward.

KEY POINTS
Elevating the understanding of smart city concepts
will take time; ‘bridge technologies’ can help
Despite the growing number of smart city initiatives
underway, the trend still has a ways to go before it fully
resonates with stakeholders. CompTIA research indicates
familiarity among citizens, especially those in smaller towns
and rural areas, is low. Among segments of government,
familiarity is only slightly better. The emergence of a widerange of smart technologies for home or business use is
starting to provide exposure to virtual assistants, artificial
intelligence, predictive analytics, robotics, and more.

Making the leap from digital to smart requires
advances on many fronts

firms wrestling with big data challenges after years of effort, it
must be assumed local governments, many of which lack deep
data expertise, will face many data-related hurdles.

Ensuring smart cities are cyber-safe will require
resources and a commitment to shared responsibility
Across the board, businesses, government leadership, and
citizens voice concern over the ever-expanding scope and
severity of cybersecurity threats. As smart city initiatives move
into the realm of critical infrastructure and tapping into new
streams of sensitive data, the consequences of inadequate
defenses become even more dire. To mitigate the risk of
worse-case-scenarios, a concerted effort will be required to
implement strong cybersecurity fundamentals – including
cyber training, coupled with the agility required to address
emerging threats.

Most municipalities are on the digital continuum, meaning
some level of e-government services are provided to citizens
or technology used in an operational capacity. To make the
leap from digital to smart, however, requires more than
deploying a new mobile app and a few sensors. Rather, it
typically requires a re-thinking of everything from IT
architecture and broadband infrastructure, to workflows, user
experience (UX), staff training and more. Smart cities must be
built on smart foundations.

Data is critical to smart city success...and one of the
most challenging components to get right
There are many moving parts to the data component of smart
city pursuits. Given the countless examples of private sector
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74%

% of government
respondents with a
positive view of smart
city developments

Views tend to
vary more among
citizens due to
lower rates of
familiarity

Top level government technology priorities

MARKET OVERVIEW
Smart city discussions raise the fundamental question: what
defines a smart city? While common themes have emerged
over the years that provide some parameters, a consensus
definition remains elusive. In part, this reflects the diversity of
cities and towns; each unique in some way. Additionally, a
diverse set of stakeholders, including technologists, city
planners, municipal staff, economic developers, and more,
bring perspectives and expertize that shape their views of
smart cities. Lastly, a constantly evolving technology
landscape brings new tools, data streams, standards and
vendors to the mix. Acknowledging these factors helps to set
realistic expectations for market sizing and growth
projections. FURTHER READING
Global smart cities expenditures are predicted to reach the
$1.2 - $1.7 trillion range over the next few years, according to
forecasts from research consultancies Market and Markets,
McKinsey & Company, and Frost & Sullivan. The large variance
between the upper and lower bounds are a function of
differing opinions on the speed of adoption, economic
fundamentals, or the types of expenditures included in the
definition of smart cities.
The last point is especially thorny. For many smart city
investments, it’s not always possible to break out the ‘new’
technology spending from the baseline spending. For
example, a smart street light may have a few extra dollars
worth of sensors and and an additional sum for computing,
data analytics and the functionality that provides the smarts.
Should the full cost of the street light be counted as a smart
city expenditure or should it only be some factor above the
baseline cost for street lights?
Another useful reference point for putting smart city
expenditures into context is the budget allocation for IT at the
state and local level. A number of research consultancies –
Gartner, Forrester, and the Center for Digital Government,
estimate state and local government IT spending in the U.S. of
$75 - $112 billion. While some states and municipalities may
publish data on IT budgets, not all do, which accounts for the
variance in the estimates from the research consultancies.
After years of shrinking or flat IT budgets following the Great
Recession, many states and locales are finally back in a
position to increase spending in high priority areas. When
asked about overall priorities, increasing technology utilization
ranked as a top prerogative among government officials and
personnel. Other priories, such as improving operational
efficiency, addressing infrastructure needs or public safety
concerns, will inevitably have some intersection with
technology. The big question for smart cities, of course, is how
much intersection?
Delving deeper into government priorities specific to
technology, three focus areas stand apart. Governments
report a strong desire to modernize outdated IT systems,
devices, and applications, improve cybersecurity defenses,
and accelerate innovation to solve problems.

Modernizing outdated IT systems,
applications, etc.

61%

Cybersecurity

55%

Innovation / applying technology
in new ways to solve problems

55%

Launching or updating digital
services for citizens

37%

Migrating systems / applications
to the cloud

28%

Addressing data silos / making it
more real-time and actionable

27%

Addressing interoperability /
integration challenges

26%

Streamlining procurement
processes

24%

For larger cities (250,000+ residents), innovation and applying
technology in new ways to solve problems ranked as their top
technology priority, slightly edging out modernization efforts.
Medium-size and smaller cities and towns had nearly identical
priorities. Modernizing outdated IT systems, devices and
applications may be ranked slightly higher than innovation,
but the data is not conclusive. FURTHER READING
While not specifically introduced as an option at this point in
the research, it can be assumed that smart city initiatives
could fall into a number of the categories in the above chart:
certainly innovation, but probably also IT modernization and
providing new digital services for citizens.

Cities and Communities in Review
-

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, in 2016 there
were 761 U.S. cities with populations of 50,000 or
more. Cumulatively, the populations of these cities
account for 39% of all U.S. residents, or
approximately 125 million persons.

-

In 2016, there were an estimated 2,281 small cities
and towns with populations between 10,000 and
50,000. In the the under 10,000 population
category, there were an estimated 16,470 small
towns and rural communities.

-

The trend in the U.S. and many parts of the world
has been towards greater urbanization. This raises
the issue of increasing urban-rural digital divides.
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LAYING THE GROUNDWORK FOR SMART CITIES
Resource allocation, and the accompanying planning required
for execution, is a core function of government. Regardless of
scale, smart city initiatives require planning – often extensive
planning. On the technology axis, assessments of technology
and communications infrastructure is the logical first step.
Evaluations of software, hardware, and data systems follow
suit. As these elements come together, in some ways, the city
FURTHER READING
itself could be thought of as the platform.

7 in 10
Segment of municipalities with a
smart city initiative or pilot underway
that report having had to make
upgrades to their telecommunications
infrastructure before proceeding.

Among the 13% of municipalities that report having a fully
operational smart cities initiative deployed, and the 31% that
have some type of pilot underway, the greatest number
report struggling with building the business case. As with
many early-stage technologies, the lack of hard data and the
challenge of “not knowing what you don’t know” often leave
business plans short of stakeholder needs (at least in the
short-term).

Looking ahead, the emergence of 5G
wireless networks and other
infrastructure advances will play an
important role in smart cities
enablement.

Rank order of challenges in starting smart city projects
1. Building the business case for the range of stakeholders
2. Finding local city and/or business leaders to champion it
3. Seed funding to get pilots off the ground
4. Decisions regarding technology platforms, vendors, etc.
5. Idea stage / deciding on which initiative to pursue

Incidence of smart city
framework / roadmap in place*

28%

47%

*Among local
governments that
have some type of
smart city initiative
or pilot underway

25%
Comprehensive framework/roadmap
Partial framework/roadmap
Not yet / in process
Among those with a comprehensive or partial smart cities
framework or roadmap in place, most report turning to one of
three primary sources for guidance: 1). State or local
government agencies, 2). Technology vendors, solution
providers or consultants, or 3). Internal staff. Additionally,
smaller percentages cite assistance from a Federal
government agency, such as NIST, or from an industry group,
such as the Smart Cities Council’s readiness guide. For
technology vendors and solution providers, this serves as a
reminder to invest adequate time in understanding people
and process dynamics, and their relationship to end goals,
before jumping into technology recommendations. This is one
way to think about the difference between deploying
technology and deploying technology intelligently.

Smart ‘home’ technologies help teach citizens about the
possibilities of smart ‘city’ technologies. Consider:
-

6 in 10 consumers are familiar with the concept of smart
‘home’ technologies. Awareness rates are highest for
virtual assistants (e.g. Amazon Alexa), home robotics (e.g.
Roomba vacuum), and smart thermostats (e.g. Nest).

-

Among households that report owning some type of smart
home technology, familiarity with smart cities concepts is 5
times higher than households that do not own any smart
homes technologies (52% vs. 10%).

Relatedly, citizens increasingly engage with e-government
services, ranging from websites and mobile apps to social
media, to perform tasks or access information. These actions
are important stepping stones, helping to prepare citizens to
engage with more sophisticated smart city technologies.
Large city citizens

Small city/town/rural citizens

Local gov. website to renew
vehicle tags, etc.

47%

Gov. Twitter or Facebook feeds
for alerts, i.e. school closings
Gov. mobile app to pay parking
meter
Remotely attend city council mtg.
via live video stream
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39%

22%
16%
11%

47%

43%

63%

Smart City Use Cases Interest Matrix

USE CASES PROVIDE INSIGHT INTO THE FACETS OF
SMART CITIES THAT ARE OF MOST INTEREST

When presented at the category level, citizens overwhelming
rank public safety as the top smart cities priority, followed by
quality of life. For some respondents, it may reflect a
legitimate concern over crime. For others, it may be more
about gravitating towards the area of smart cities that may be
easiest to understand and easiest to envision tangible
benefits.
When smart city use cases are presented individually, citizen
priorities become less clear cut and far more expansive.
Respondents place more emphasis on quality of life use cases,
as well as interest in the infrastructure and transportationrelated categories.
Key differences become apparent when evaluating the data at
the city-size level. For example, citizens in very large cities,
where traffic and parking can be major headaches, place a
higher priority on smart transportation initiatives relative to
citizens in smaller towns or rural areas.
Women and men had similar levels of interest in most areas.
Differences did emerge in the areas of smart city applications
related to combatting crime and those related to enhanced egovernment services, where women expressed slightly higher
levels of interest.
On average, citizens in the 30-39 age segment reported the
highest levels of interest in smart city uses cases. Similarly,
those with household incomes of $100,000+ reported higher
levels of interest, on average, in smart cities relative to
FURTHER READING
households at lower income levels.
Mirroring the opinions of citizens from large cities,
government officials and personnel of large cities rate
transportation-related smart city initiatives, such as traffic
management systems, a top priority. This corroborates the
degree to which traffic and transportation chokeholds are
viewed as serious problems with far-reaching consequences.
An estimate from the research consultancy INRIX pegs the
direct and indirect cost of traffic congestion in the U.S. at $124
billion annually.
Other top priorities for large cities from the perspective of
government officials and personnel include enhanced egovernment services, and predictive analytics for targeting
high crime areas.
Medium-size cities and smaller cities or towns also rate
enhanced e-government services a top priority. The next two
highest priorities include smart water management systems
and smart grid and energy management-related pursuits.
Regional differences come into play as well for some uses.

80%

Citizen interest

Abstract smart city concepts begin to come into focus with the
introduction of use cases. While not meant to be an
exhaustive list, the examples in the table to the right provide a
baseline for understanding citizen and government
perceptions.

90%

A

B

C

D

70%

60%

50%

40%
40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

Government interest
Transportation related
Public safety related
Governance related

Quality of life related
Infrastructure related

Government

Citizens

Air quality / environmental sensors

68%

79%

Predictive analytics to target crime areas

66%

76%

Public Wi-Fi / broadband

70%

83%

Smart street lighting

69%

77%

Smart traffic management

67%

77%

Water mgt. / smart meters / smart irrigation

70%

79%

Enhanced e-government services

83%

77%

Smart disaster monitoring and response

73%

78%

Smart grid / energy efficiency

71%

78%

Autonomous transportation vehicles / systems

47%

55%

Smart buildings

69%

66%

Smart parking alerts / meters / monitoring

49%

61%

Smart video monitoring

65%

65%

76%
77%

66%
69%

NET INTEREST
Quadrant A

Quadrant B

Quadrant C

Quadrant D
Civic engagement
Open data / transparency

Note: the surveys included descriptions of each smart city use case to
provide respondents enough background to rate their level of interest.
Some use cases may overlap into multiple categories; for the purposes
of reporting, they were limited to a single category.
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ASSESSING SMART CITY ADOPTION DRIVERS
To date, smart city pilots have largely been driven by city
leadership or by technology providers or institutions such as
universities. To move beyond the pilot phase, which will entail
larger investments and disruption on some level, buy-in will
be required from stakeholders.
Putting aside budget implications and tradeoffs for a moment,
among citizens with some degree of familiarity with smart city
concepts, a slight majority have an initial positive impression.
This early goodwill can be helpful as discussions progress.
While positive sentiment is not necessarily an accelerator on
its own, the reverse is almost certainly true: negative early
views may prolong or derail smart city developments.

Initial perceptions of smart city
concepts among citizens
Small city / town / rural

Large city

60%
48%
39% 37%

12%
3%
Generally
positive

6 in 10

Neutral - some
positive, some
negative

Generally
negative or
don't know

Share of citizens indicating they
would definitely or probably
support a ballot initiative
involving smart city initiatives
in their community.

Rounding out the other vital stakeholder group is the business
community. As taxpayers, businesses have a vested interest in
budget allocations that may involve smart city investments.
Additionally, businesses today increasingly compete within
and outside of their local market for customers, labor talent,
capital and partner ecosystems. When asked about the
possible value of smart city initiatives to the business
community, the top cited benefit revolved around raising the
profile of the city and the businesses located there. Reading
between the lines, this likely encompasses the desire to see
smart city initiatives help a city attract more investment and
be viewed as a desirable location for business activity. The
second key benefit focused on attracting skilled workers and
retaining them, such as through smart city initiatives that
improve livability; thereby contributing to greater job
satisfaction and productivity.

Government ranking of key benefits of smart cities
1

Cost savings from operational efficiencies

2

Sustainability / optimizing use of resources

3

E-government and related digital services for citizens

4

New / better streams of data to improve decision-making

5

Better visibility / monitoring of infrastructure and assets

6

Opportunity to attract tech-savvy workers or businesses

As noted previously, the government officials and personnel
at the federal, state and local levels participating in this
CompTIA research study voiced positive sentiment for smart
city concepts – 21% very positive, plus 53% mostly positive.
Consistent with CompTIA research conducted in 2016,
government officials and personnel rate cost savings from
operational efficiencies as a key selling point of smart city
initiatives. Some cities or communities may have a shrinking
tax base, which means do-more-with-less is modus operandi.
Others may be in the opposite position whereby population
growth is straining city resources and efficiency gains are
desperately needed. Setting unrealistically high expectations
is a pitfall with many emerging technologies; a risk that is
especially great with smart city initiatives. Complex city or
community problems will not be solved by technology alone.
Related to cost savings is the desire to enhance sustainability
efforts. This may entail implementing smart resource
management technologies to ensure scare water or energy
resources are used as efficiently as possible.
Operational and resource efficiency is undoubtedly important,
but in many cases, occur behind-the-scenes. Citizens may see
the outcomes in the form of a city budget surplus or a lower
carbon footprint, for example, but these types of smart city
benefits may be perceived as less tangible. The data suggests
government officials and personnel are well aware of this,
yielding strong interest in smart city initiatives that deliver
direct benefits to citizens and the business community in the
form of enhanced e-government services. In the grand
scheme of city operations, it may appear to be a relatively
small thing to improve the user experience for renewing
vehicle tags or access public transportation information, for
example, but for many citizens, these types of engagements
shape perceptions of what the future holds with smart cities.
Government respondents lean towards optimism in
assessing their ability to deliver on smart city projects
Very confident

16%

Confident

36%

Neutral - somewhat
confident / not confident

35%

NET not that confident
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13%

WORKING THROUGH ADOPTION INHIBITORS
It’s not hard to form a mental picture of the likely hurdles
smart city initiatives will face. The challenge comes in
understanding how to prioritize resources to tackle these
hurdles and the degree to which perceived challenges align
with reality.

Citizens are divided in their confidence in their local
government’s ability to deliver smart city initiatives
30%
16%

On the first point, the research indicates citizens and
government are in agreement on the most pressing concerns
related to the rollout of smart city initiatives. Of course, all the
concerns listed in the table below are important in some way.
Moreover, there is some variance in the data so the rankings
are directional in nature. With that being said, these
perceptions are useful in providing guidance to smart city
proponents, who will need to be prepared to address
concerns throughout the smart city implementation lifecycle.
As expected, concern over funding and competing budget
priorities is front and center for citizens and government
respondents. According to the U.S. Census Bureau Survey of
State and Local Government Finance, state and local
governments devote slightly more than two-thirds of their
budgets, on average, to education, social assistance,
healthcare, police and corrections. All remaining
expenditures, including infrastructure, transportation, parks
and recreation, and government administration are funded
from the remaining slice of the pie. This underscores the
concern expressed by citizens and government – most
municipalities have little wiggle room within budgets to shift
funds from critical services to investments in new areas,
whether a smart city initiative or a new community center.
FURTHER READING

16%
38%
Very confident
Confident
Neutral - somewhat confident/not confident
NET not that confident
On the second point, there are a couple of possible red flags in
the rankings. Prior CompTIA research detailing the steps of
digital business transformation confirm the inherent
challenges involved in integrating new technologies with
legacy technologies. While virtualization, APIs and cloud
platform advances (PaaS) are helping to ease integration
challenges, interoperability is still a common issue. As such,
government respondents may be underestimating this aspect
of smart city implementations. This should also serve as a
reminder to technology vendors and solution providers to not
gloss over the time and resources required for integration.
The other concerns that may be slightly underweighted
include ROI and digital divide. Without adequate attention or
metrics, negative perceptions could form, which could be
more difficult to overcome than the technical challenges.

Citizen rank order of concerns
#1 Funding / competing budget priorities
#2 Cybersecurity / privacy concerns
#3 Reliability / technology shortcomings
#4 Challenges of managing / maintaining over long-term
#5 Bureaucracy / inability of gov. leaders to work together
#6 Digital divide – some citizens benefit, others left out
#7 Insufficient ROI / benefits for taxpayer dollars

Government rank order of concerns
#1 Funding / competing budget priorities
#2 Cybersecurity / privacy concerns
#3 Bureaucracy / inability of gov. leaders to work together
#4 Skills gaps / staff lacking necessary expertise
#5 Reliability / technology shortcomings
#6 Insufficient ROI / benefits for taxpayer dollars
#7 Interoperability / integration issues
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40%
Percent of government officials and
personnel cite skills gaps and lack of
necessary technology expertise as a
primary area of concern affecting the
expansion of smart city initiatives.

Government self-assessment of cybersecurity
capabilities and expertise related to smart cities

MAKING CYBERSECURITY A PRIORITY IS A GOOD
START; HOWEVER, IT MUST TRANSLATE TO ACTION
Security will get worse before it gets better. This trend from
CompTIA’s 2017 IT Industry Outlook aptly captures the state
of cybersecurity today. While there have been improvements
to security defenses and the ways organizations manage cyber
threats through policies and employee training, the
cybersecurity arms race continues to tilt in favor of the
aggressors.

26%
9%
35%
30%

Somewhat reassuringly, government officials and personnel
rank cybersecurity a top concern affecting smart city
initiatives as they transition from the pilot stage to the full
production stage. What this means when the time comes to
devote resources to best-in-class technology, robust end-toend processes, and on-going training for staff remains to be
seen. As seen time and again, a misstep in just one area – a
patch not updated in a timely manner, an employee that falls
for a phishing email, or a sloppy partner with network access,
can quickly compromise security defenses.
The stakes are already high – the massive breaches at
Experian, Yahoo and OPM quickly come to mind, but the
damage has been mostly financial, time, or lost confidence.
The rapid growth of the internet of things (IoT), which
expands connectivity through smart cities, autonomous
vehicles, drones, and the like, drastically changes the
equation. The consequences now potentially involve the
physical world in the form of crashes, outages, or mass
disruption. The widely publicized cyberattack of the Ukrainian
electric grid in 2015, which left nearly a quarter-million people
without power, is a stark reminder that this is no longer in the
realm of the hypothetical.

Very well-equipped
Mostly well-equipped
Partially well-equipped; partially ill-equipped
NET ill-equipped / don't know
Given only 1 in 10 government respondents believe they are
very well-equipped to manage the cybersecurity component
of smart cities, what should the remaining 90% be focusing
on? Consider the following:
1.

Don’t reinvent wheel – leverage existing planning
resources. The U.S. National Institute of Science and
Technology (NIST) has published two cybersecurity
frameworks that every municipality embarking on a smart
city initiative should be familiar with: 1). Framework for
Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity, and the 2).
Cybersecurity Workforce Framework. In addition to the
obvious focus on security defenses, these frameworks cover
the vitally important detection, identification, response,
governance and cyber-physical components of planning.

2.

In anticipation of smart city rollouts, begin early with staff
training and talent retention efforts. It’s well-established
that every knowledge worker is a cybersecurity asset if
properly trained, or a liability if not. For technical staff,
government entities must find ways to attract and nurture
them given their options in the private sector. Well thought
out retention plans, including career pathway guidance, are
proven tactics. See CompTIA’s Cybersecurity Hub for
resources and CyberSeek for cyber-talent supply and
demand analysis.

3.

Engage with technology partners strategically. Working
with the government often elicits thoughts of slow-moving
bureaucracy and cumbersome procurement procedures.
Addressing these real or perceived issues can help optimize
the relationship with technology providers, especially
smaller managed services providers that can offer the type
of personalized support often needed at the local level.
While not specific to smart cities, CompTIA’s Buying Guide
for IT Security provides guidance on the types of questions
to be thinking about when evaluating technology partners.

4.

During budget discussions, work to shift the mindset of
cybersecurity as a cost center to cybersecurity as an
investment. It should be acknowledged that this is difficult
to do, however, even modest efforts can pay dividends.

The research confirms this fear. Government respondents rate
threats to critical infrastructure as their top smart cities
cybersecurity concern. Similar to much of the data presented
in this report, the rank order is more
important than the
Technology
FURTHER READING
nominal values.

Smart city cybersecurity concerns: government perspective
Hack / breach of critical
infrastructure

68%

Citizen data exposed

58%

Major breach causing a loss of
confidence in smart cities

51%

Ransomware / systems taken
hostage

50%

Cost of protecting systems
Unknown vulnerabilities of new
technologies

48%
46%
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CHARTING A COURSE FORWARD

Workforce

In late 2015, the Obama administration instituted a smart
cities initiative to spur innovation and promote the creative
use of technology and data to address local problems. One
facet of this initiative entailed the launch of the Smart City
Challenge, a U.S. Department of Transportation grant
program. Columbus, OH won the inaugural award, beating out
77 other cities. In addition to the funding, the Smart City
Challenge program sought to facilitate the sharing of best
practices and lessons learned (summarized here: Smart City
Challenge: Lessons for Building Cities of the Future).
Looking ahead, all signs point to continued momentum,
optimism, and interest among stakeholders in expanding
smart city deployments. However, there are no guarantees
smart city technologies will progress from niche uses and
experimentation to comprehensive utilization, yielding digital
transformed cities and communities. These are the types of
outstanding issues and questions, echoing some of the
findings from the Smart City Challenge lessons learned, that
government entities, citizens, and the private sector will need
to work through in the years ahead:
Policy and regulatory
On the policy and regulatory front, the burst of innovation
over the past few years has spurred much debate. The
building blocks of smart city initiatives – internet of things
(IoT), artificial intelligence, autonomous vehicles, drones,
biometrics, the sharing economy and more – routinely push
into regulatory gray areas. Consider just a few examples:
-

What if an autonomous vehicle hits a pedestrian?
What if artificial intelligence-based predictive analytics
tools engage in discriminatory behavior?
What if a city wants to sell the location data it collects from
its citizens? Who owns the data? How is consent handled?
What are the privacy ramifications of pervasive drone or
facial recognition video monitoring?
What are the consequences of a breach involving critical
infrastructure when cybersecurity best practices were not
followed?

Many of these questions are top of mind for government
agencies, regulatory bodies, Congress, industry groups, and
citizens. In some areas, new regulatory frameworks or
legislation has been discussed. In others, such as Kansas City,
which enacted a set of smart city data privacy principles,
proactive efforts to get out in front of looming issues are
underway. The issues are undoubtedly complex and the
availability of easy answers are few and far between.
Data

As discussed in several sections of this report, smart city
success rests on the optimal blend of people, process and
technology, working in concert to solve meaningful problems.
According the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, local
government employs approximately 90,000 IT workers (note:
this excludes IT workers employed in public education or
hospitals). States employ about 81,000 IT workers. The next
phase of smart cities growth will be contingent on expanding
the depth and breadth of expertise among state and local IT
staff, and as challenging as it may be to add headcount,
expand the workforce. Moreover, as smart city initiatives
bridge the physical and digital world, government staff at
every level will need to be able to do the same.
Intergovernmental cooperation and public-private
partnerships
Nearly every conference in the smart cities space includes a
session covering the importance of cooperation and
partnerships. It’s probably safe to say that most stakeholders
buy into these concepts, but the reality is, it’s often difficult to
execute on mutually beneficial partnerships and cooperation.
Even so, stakeholders will need to keep exploring ways to
optimize information sharing, partnerships to enable creative
co-funding or co-development models, joint community
outreach strategies and more.
Digital divides
From the earliest days of technology, digital divides have been
problematic. With the rise of e-government services and given
the expected growth of smart cities, segments of society
increasingly run the risk of not being able to fully engage
needed services, employment opportunities, or community.
This runs the spectrum of divides defined by incomes, age,
rural vs. urban, ethnicity, and other characteristics. One data
point from the research depicts the potential for differing
opinions on assessing the value of smart city initiatives relative
to the alternatives. Higher income households, with more
options and access to the arts, appear more willing to consider
shifting funding than lower income households, where
publicly funded art is more important.
Evaluating tradeoffs: shifting a portion of the budget
earmarked for the arts to fund smart city initiatives

FURTHER READING

Simply put, cities and communities will have to get better at
managing and using data. Many municipalities have work to
do to get their current data house in order before even
thinking about smart city data streams. Beyond the inevitable
challenges involving reducing data silos, municipalities will
need to elevate the data skills of their workforce, both on the
technical side and the business intelligence side.
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Income < $50K
46%

Income > $100K

39% 38%
31%

30%

16%

Probably yes

Maybe

Probably no

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

OTHER RESOURCES

This research was conducted in two parts. Part I consisted of a
quantitative survey fielded to 1,000 U.S. households, referred
to as citizens throughout the narrative. Part II consisted of a
quantitative survey fielded to 350 U.S. government officials
and personnel. The sample targeted local government, but
also included secondary representation from state and federal
government respondents. Data for both surveys occurred
during September 2017.

RESEARCH

The proxy for margin of sampling error for the consumer
version at 95% confidence of +/- 3.2 percentage points. For
the government version, the proxy for margin of sample error
is +/- 5.3 percentage points. Sampling error is larger for
subgroups of the data.

CompTIA Research Library

As with any survey, sampling error is only one source of
possible error. While non-sampling error cannot be accurately
calculated, precautionary steps were taken in all phases of the
survey design, collection and processing of the data to
minimize its influence.
CompTIA is responsible for all content and analysis. Any
questions regarding the study should be directed to CompTIA
Research
and
Market
Intelligence
staff
at
research@comptia.org. CompTIA is a member of the market
research industry’s Insights Association and adheres to its
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ethics.
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APPENDIX I
Familiarity with Smart Home and City Technologies
Smart home technologies

Smart Technologies Familiarity Segmentation

61%

Familiar with concept

26%
Among households that
own some type of smart
home technologies, 52%
are familiar with smart city
concepts vs. only 10%
familiarity among nonowners.

30%

Aware of the term, but
that’s about it

26%
9%

Not familiar with the
concept

Very
large
city /
metro
area

Large
city /
metro
area

Medium
city /
metro
area

Small
city /
metro
area

Town /
village /
rural

Age 20
to 29

Age 30
to 39

Age 40
to 49

Age 50
to 59

Age 60+

Smart home technology concepts:
Familiar with concept
Aware of the term, but that’s about it
Not familiar with the concept

71%
22%
7%

61%
30%
8%

64%
27%
9%

47%
41%
11%

52%
36%
12%

60%
29%
11%

68%
26%
5%

60%
28%
11%

59%
34%
7%

49%
36%
14%

Smart city technology concepts:
Familiar with concept
Aware of the term, but that’s about it
Not familiar with the concept

38%
22%
39%

28%
23%
49%

24%
31%
45%

12%
31%
57%

16%
27%
57%

29%
27%
44%

36%
26%
38%

24%
28%
47%

11%
23%
65%

12%
26%
62%

Smart city technologies

City size definitions:
Very large city / metro area = 1 million+ residents
Large city / metro area = 250,000–1 million residents
Medium city / metro area = 50,000–250,000 residents

48%

Small city / metro area = 10,000–50,000 residents
Town / village / rural = less than 10,000 residents

Source: CompTIA’s Building Smarter Cities study | n = 1,000 U.S. consumers

Citizen Perceptions of Smart City Concepts Mostly Positive

Reported Barriers to Owning Smart Home Technologies
Cost

Source: CompTIA’s Building Smarter Cities study | n = 1,000 U.S. consumers

40%

Lack of clear need

64%
60%

Generally positive

52%
48%

28%

Need to learn more about these
technologies before deciding

18%

Complexity / more trouble
than it’s worth

5%

Insufficient benefits / performance

4%

29%

Neutral – some positive,
some negative

Overall, 1 in 3 households report
owning some type of smart home
technology. Among the nonowners, 28% indicate they hope
to own smart home technologies
soon, while the remainder cite
cost and lack of need as primary
barriers.

Generally negative

37%
40%
39%

Source: CompTIA’s Building Smarter Cities study | n = 1,000 U.S. consumers

Engagement with E-government Services

Very large city / metro area

3%
2%
2%
4%

Large city / metro area
Medium city / metro area
Small city / town / rural
Source: CompTIA’s Building Smarter Cities study | n = 524 U.S. consumers familiar with smart city concepts

Smart City Market Sizing

Very
large
city /
metro
area

Large
city /
metro
area

Medium
city /
metro
area

Small
city /
metro
area

Town /
village /
rural

Age 20
to 29

Age 30
to 39

Age 40
to 49

Age 50
to 59

Age 60+

Pay for parking/meter via mobile app

52%

43%

35%

22%

22%

45%

50%

34%

21%

14%

- The research consultancy MarketandMarkets estimates the worldwide smart cities market to grow from $425 billion in
2017 to $1.2 trillion by 2022, yielding a compound annual growth rate of 23%.

Use city/local gov. website to renew vehicle
tags, registration fees, etc.

59%

63%

56%

44%

50%

52%

65%

57%

55%

42%

- The consultancy McKinsey and Company estimates the smart cities component of the IoT market will range between
$930 billion on the low end of the forecast to $1.7 trillion on the high end by 2025.

Use a city/local gov. mobile app for updates
on local transportation (e.g. bus/train arrival
times, fastest routes, etc.)

57%

43%

38%

21%

27%

46%

47%

43%

27%

22%

Receive city/local gov. Twitter or Facebook
updates (e.g. for school closings, etc.)

49%

47%

46%

34%

45%

52%

53%

43%

33%

24%

Remotely attend a city council/local gov.
meeting via live video streaming

24%

16%

13%

9%

13%

17%

22%

14%

11%

8%

- According to the Gartner, an estimated 1.6 billion connected things will be used in smart cities by year-end 2016. This
figure is projected to grow to 2.3 billion in 2017, an increase of 42%. Smart commercial buildings, transportation, and
utilities will account for two-thirds of the total.

- The research consultancy Frost & Sullivan believes the global smart cities market is set to increase nearly 75% over the
next three years, growing from $900 billion to $1.57 trillion.
- Center for Digital Government estimates total IT spending across state and local government is projected at $101.3
billion, which represents growth of 1.4 percent over 2016. Gartner estimates state and local government spending is in
the $73 billion range. Forrester estimates $112 billion in 2017.

Source: CompTIA’s Building Smarter Cities study | n = 1,000 U.S. consumers

Degree to Which Citizens Recall Hearing Local Government
Officials Discuss Smart Cities

Smart City Use Cases Interest Matrix
90%

27%
14%
12%

80%

Very large city / metro area
Large city / metro area

4%

Medium city / metro area
28%

Small city / town / rural

34%
33%

Yes, occasionally

Citizen interest

Yes, frequently

A

B

C

D

70%

60%

50%

24%

No, don’t recall seeing or
hearing anything

40%

45%

40%

52%
55%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

Government interest

72%
Source: CompTIA’s Building Smarter Cities study | n = 1,000 U.S. consumers
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Transportation related
Public safety related
Governance related

Quality of life related
Infrastructure related

Citizens and government
officials/personnel are generally in
alignment on many facets of smart cities.
Quadrant B depicts a mix of quality of
life, public safety, and infrastructure uses
cases of smart cities, while rank as
priorities for both segments of
stakeholders. Quadrant D depicts uses
cases ranked relatively higher by
government, while Quadrant A highlights
the same for citizens. Autonomous
vehicles and transportation systems
ranked lowest for both citizens and
government, a sign society still has a
ways to go before embracing certain
technologies.

Source: CompTIA’s Building Smarter Cities study | n = 1,000 U.S. consumers | n = 350 government respondents

APPENDIX II
Smart City Use Cases Interest Matrix: Citizens
Very
large
city /
MSA

NET interest in smart city use case: of great interest + of moderate interest
Note: in the survey, more extensive descriptions were provided to respondents
Public Wi-Fi / broadband
Air quality / environmental sensors
Water management / smart water meters / smart irrigation
Smart disaster monitoring and response
Smart street lighting
Smart grid / energy efficiency
Enhanced e-government services (e.g. enhanced websites, smart payments, etc.)
Smart traffic management/alerts/signals to help relieve traffic congestion
Predictive analytics to better target high crime areas
Open data / transparency
Civic engagement
Smart buildings
Smart video monitoring
Smart parking alerts/meters to improve parking efficiency
Autonomous public transportation vehicles / systems

Large
city /
MSA

88%
85%
86%
84%
83%
81%
83%
83%
83%
79%
76%
75%
74%
72%
71%

86%
81%
81%
84%
80%
81%
82%
79%
81%
72%
70%
72%
70%
63%
53%

Citizen Interest in Smart City Use Cases

NET interest in smart city use case: of great interest + of moderate interest | additionally, more detailed descriptions were provided in the survey

Medium
city /
MSA
85%
81%
79%
76%
79%
79%
77%
80%
75%
69%
67%
66%
65%
68%
59%

Small
city /
MSA

Town /
village /
rural

82%
74%
76%
74%
72%
76%
70%
72%
73%
59%
53%
58%
57%
51%
44%

70%
67%
67%
66%
65%
64%
64%
61%
60%
55%
52%
49%
48%
36%
34%

Citizens

Government

Citizens

77%
83%

Enhanced e-government services
69%

Open data / transparency

66%

Civic engagement

77%

Citizen support of smart
city ballot initiative

Segmentation of respondents
definitely supporting ballot initiative
34%

23%
24%

78%
73%

Smart grid / energy efficiency

78%
71%

67%

Predictive analytics to better target
high crime areas

70%

76%
66%
65%
65%

Water mgt / smart water meters /
irrigation

70%

Smart street lighting

69%

83%

Smart parking alerts/meters to
improve parking efficiency

79%

61%
49%

Autonomous public transportation
vehicles

77%

55%
47%

Source: CompTIA’s Building Smarter Cities study | n = 1,000 U.S. consumers | n = 350 government respondents

Tradeoff Scenarios Gauge Value Placed Upon Smart Cities
Tradeoff scenarios were presented to respondents as willingness to shift portions of budget from one area to support funding for smart city initiatives

Tradeoff #1: shift budget from
new high school fields/lights
42%

Tradeoff #2: shift budget from
new police or fire vehicles

Tradeoff #3: shift budget
from raises for city staff

Tradeoff #4: shift budget
from initiatives for the arts

38%

42%

42%

35%
31%

28%

39%

32%

27%

27%
18%

37%
Small
city
/ town
/ rural

Yes, definitely
Yes, probably
Neutral – maybe yes, maybe no
No NET

Medium
city /
metro
area

Large
city /
metro
area

Very
large
city /
metro
area

Probably Maybe Probably
no
yes

Probably Maybe Probably
no
yes

Probably Maybe Probably
no
yes

NET 6 in 10 Citizens Interested in Living in a Smart City
40%
34%

35%
33%

Consideration of Public-Private Partnership to Fund
Smart City Initiatives
Described in the survey as a public-private partnership whereby new smart city services were provided at little or no cost in exchange for
some amount of advertising and the sharing of certain data, similar to the Facebook, Google, etc. model

38%
34%

Household Income
23%
18%

20%

Age
20 - 29

Age
30 to 39

Yes, probably would consider that option

62%

63%

63%

52%

No, probably would not consider that option

17%

17%

20%

27%

Don’t know

21%

19%

17%

22%

< $50,000
$50,000 to < $100,000
$100,000 or higher

10%

Probably Maybe Probably
no
yes

Source: CompTIA’s Building Smarter Cities study | n = 1,000 U.S. consumers

Source: CompTIA’s Building Smarter Cities study | n = 1,000 U.S. consumers

2% 2% 1%

77%

Smart video monitoring
Public Wi-Fi / broadband

24%

16%

79%
68%

Smart traffic mgt.

Smart disaster monitoring and
response

9%

30%

66%
69%

Air quality / environmental sensors

76%

Source: CompTIA’s Building Smarter Cities study | n = 1,000 U.S. consumers

Citizens Consider the Idea of a Smart City Ballot Initiative

Government

Smart buildings

Male

Female

Bachelors
Degree or
Higher

49%

63%

56%

65%

55%

28%

21%

19%

17%

22%

23%

16%

25%

18%

22%

Age
Age
40 to 49 50 to 59 Age 60+

Less than a
Bachelor's
Degree

5% 4%

No, definitely No, probably Neutral –
not
not
maybe yes,
maybe no

Yes,
probably

Yes,
definitely
Source: CompTIA’s Building Smarter Cities study | n = 1,000 U.S. consumers

Source: CompTIA’s Building Smarter Cities study | n = 1,000 U.S. consumers

Top Government Technology Priorities Over Next 2 Years

The Evolving Internet of Things Ecosystem

Note: smart city initiatives were intentionally excluded from the list, although many smart city uses cases could be applied to the items below.

Modernizing outdated IT systems, applications, etc.

61%

Cybersecurity

55%

Innovation / using technology to solve problems

55%
37%

Launching or updating digital services for citizens
Migrating systems / applications to the cloud
Addressing data silos / making data more real-time
Addressing interoperability / integration issues
Streamlining procurement processes
Source: CompTIA
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28%
27%
26%
24%
Source: CompTIA’s Building Smarter Cities study | n = 350 government respondents

APPENDIX III
Government Familiarity with Smart City Concepts

Self-assessment of familiarity among government respondents across local, state, and federal | segmentation by city size is among local government respondents only

Majority of Local Government Views Smart Cities Positively
Local government perceptions
of smart city concepts

35%
30%

32%

31%

30%

31%

30%
27%

1. General news media

Overall

2. City / community / government-focused
news / blogs

21%

23%

Large city local
government
15%

9%

Top cited sources for information
about smart cities

53%

1%

3. Tech-focused news / blogs
4. Conference / event

25%

Medium or small city or
rural local government

7%

5. Communications / reports from other
government agencies/branches
6. Formal internal meetings / task force
focused on smart city initiatives

Very positive
Mostly positive

Deeply engaged Familiar with the
with smart cities concept of smart
cities

Heard of smart
cities, but that's
about it

No familiarity

7. Discussions / pitches from technology
partners / firms providing smart city services

Neutral – some positive, some negative
NET negative

Source: CompTIA’s Building Smarter Cities study | n = 350 government respondents

Government Perceptions of Smart City Value Proposition

Source: CompTIA’s Building Smarter Cities study | n = 232 local government respondents

Addressing Smart City Hurdles: Government Perspective
Funding / competing budget priorities

73%

Cost savings from operational efficiencies

55%

Sustainability / optimizing use of resources

67%

Cybersecurity / privacy concerns

60%

Bureaucracy / inability of city / gov. to work together

Planning and development

49%

E-government and related digital services for citizens

49%

New / better streams of data to
improve decision-making

45%

Better visibility / monitoring of infrastructure or assets

44%

Opportunity to attract tech-savvy workers
or businesses to the area

46%

Skills gaps / lack of expertise [related to smart cities]

40%

Reliability / concerns over technology

39%

Insufficient ROI / benefits for taxpayer dollars

37%

Interoperability with existing systems / devices

36%

Digital divide - some citizens benefit,
while others are left out
Challenges of managing / maintaining
smart city systems over long-term

36%

35%
33%

Source: CompTIA’s Building Smarter Cities study | n = 350 government respondents

Government Leaders Fear Possible Smart City Cyber
Incidents on Many Fronts
1

Hacking of critical infrastructure (e.g. utilities)

2

Citizen data exposed

3

A major security breach causing a loss of confidence
in future smart city initiatives

4

Ransomware / smart city systems taken hostage

Source: CompTIA’s Building Smarter Cities study | n = 350 government respondents

Smart City Cybersecurity Shortcomings a Major Concern
Self-assessment of cybersecurity capabilities, expertise, and ability to manage the cybersecurity component of smart cities

40%
35%

34%

31%
26%

Overall

26%

17%

16%
9%

9%
6%

5

Cost of protecting smart city systems

6

Not knowing the potential cybersecurity
vulnerabilities of new technologies

Very wellequipped

6%

Mostly wellequipped

Well-equipped
in some areas,
ill-equipped in
others

Source: CompTIA’s Building Smarter Cities study | n = 350 government respondents

Ramping Up Smart City Activity
Local government reported
incidence of smart city activity
31%

24%

Very illequipped

Local Government Smart City Outreach Efforts
Local governments rely heavily on
technology partners for smart city support

Town hall meetings / open forums

51%

Social media / mobile app

40%

Surveys of citizens or businesses

47% Mostly via technology partners /
contractors / managed service providers

38%

Engagement via citizen associations /
community organizations

24% About equal involvement of both

21%

Mostly illequipped

33%

Citizen representatives involved in working groups

Fully operational smart city initiative(s) in place

Medium or small city or
rural local government

8%
3%

Source: CompTIA’s Building Smarter Cities study | n = 350 government respondents

27% Smart city initiative implemented and
managed mostly via internal staff

13%

Large city local
government

16%

Key ways state government envisions working with
local government on smart city initiatives:

Pilot project(s) underway

1. Joint effort to promote economic development / make
area more attractive to businesses

Not yet, but expect to soon

2. Input / collaboration

Not yet, and no immediate plans / don't know

3. Funding / budgetary approval

29%

Commenting period / online forums

28%

Business representatives involved in working groups

Source: CompTIA’s Building Smarter Cities study | n = 232 local government respondents | n = 31 state government respondents
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Engagement via business associations /
chamber of commerce, etc.

26%
21%

Source: CompTIA’s Building Smarter Cities study | n = 232 local government respondents

